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Local probe of vortex pinning energies in the Bose glass
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Columnar defects provide strong pinning centers for vortices in high-T, superconductors, increasing global
critical currents. Using a magnetometer array of micron dimensions, we characterize the local field profiles in

untwinned single crystals of YBa2Cu307 ~ with equivalent columnar defect densities B&. We find that the

critical current is large only where the internal magnetic field B~B&. In regions of the crystal where

B~B&, the critical current is sharply reduced. We model both local and global critical current measurements

by generalizing the Bean picture to the case of irradiated high-T, superconductors.

Many applications of the cuprate superconductors depend
on their ability to carry high currents with zero resistance in
the presence of a magnetic field. Unfortunately, critical cur-
rents in wires, films, and crystals are generally low due to the
motion of magnetic vortices. Columnar defects, a form of
correlated disorder, provide strong pinning centers for vorti-
ces along their entire length. These defects have been found
to reduce vortex motion, thereby increasing critical currents
and expanding the region in temperature and field in which
the superconductors have zero resistance. ' Columnar de-
fects have the potential to be an important technological tool
in the fabrication of high-current-density wire; thus, it is nec-
essary that the field dependence of the critical current density
be understood in detail.

High-temperature superconductors are routinely charac-
terized using instruments such as commercial superconduct-
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometers,
which provide a global average over a sample's volume.
Such measurements indicate that the critical current 1, de-
creases gradually with applied magnetic field H in crystals
with columnar defects. By contrast, we demonstrate here that
there is an acute spatial variation in J, at fixed H. A linear
array of photolithographically defined Hall probe magneto-
meters reveals that the critical current is large only in regions
of the crystal where there are fewer vortices than columnar
defects (B(B&)and that, where there are more vortices than
columnar defects (B)B&), 1, falls precipitously. At low
temperatures, the vortices are believed to freeze into a "Bose
glass, " with Auxoids localized on a disordered array of co-
lumnar defects. " We attribute the spatial variation in criti-
cal current to a crossover from a strongly pinned Bose
glass ' for internal magnetic fields B~B to a weakly
pinned Bose glass for internal fields B&B&. By modifying
the conventional Bean model to include a critical current
which changes abruptly at B&, we are able to model both
local and global J, measurements.

We have measured the internal magnetic field of un-

twinned YBa2Cu307 z single crystals with and without co-
lumnar defects at T=5 K as a function of applied field H
and of distance x from the edge of the crystal. The Bi thin-

film Hall magnetometers' have active areas of 5 p, m
X 10p,m. The crystals are polyhedral platelets of area in the
a-b plane greater than 150 p, m& 150p,m and thickness less
than 20 p, m. Columnar defects were introduced along the c
axis by irradiation with 605-MeV Xe ions at the ATLAS
source; they extend from face to face of the crystal. These
defects are randomly positioned with an average density of
B&/@o, where B& is the field at which all of the defects are
filled by vortices and go=2.07&&10 6/cm is the flux
quantum associated with a vortex. We have studied crystals
without defects and with B&=2, 10, and 20 kG.

The critical currents, which arise from a balance between
the local Lorentz force on flux lines due to the local super-
currents and the pinning force, traditionally have been ex-
tracted from lobal magnetization hysteresis loops via the
Bean method. Using Maxwell equations to relate local cur-
rent to B field gradient gives the Bean equation which deter-
mines the internal field profile in terms of the critical current
J, ,

VXB= 1, .
c

In a slab-shaped sample which has its long dimension along
the direction of the field, the critical current is given by

c dB,J, =
4~ dx'

it can be measured directly, in principle, from the global
magnetization hysteresis. Although the Bean model assumes
a field-independent critical current, in this geometry the Bean
method also has been used to determine j,(H) .'

Most critical current measurements in high-T, crystals,
however, are made with the magnetic field applied perpen-
dicular to the plane of the crystal (platelet geometry). In this
configuration, demagnetization effects cause a bending of the
field lines, resulting in a critical current which is not simply
proportional to the gradient of the field. Then, the perpen-
dicular component of the internal magnetic field near the
edge of the sample, where the curvature of the field lines is
strongest, is a nonlinear function of distance and the Bean
method cannot be used directly to determine critical
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FIG. 2. Hysteresis loops at T=5 K near the centers of crystals
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FIG. l. (a) Local internal magnetic field 8 vs applied field H at
25 p, m (inner curve), 50 p, m, and 70 p, m (outer curve) distances
from the crystal edge at T=5 K. (b) Calculated local hysteresis
loops using modified Bean model with B&= 10 kG.

currents. " Expressions for global virgin magnetization'
(measured from zero internal magnetic field) or global virgin
remanent magnetization" for the platelet geometry can be
used to determine a field-independent critical current, but
cannot be used to determine J,(H). We have measured the
low field (B(B&) critical current at T= 5 K using the global
virgin magnetization method and found J, i

= (7 ~ 0.8) X 10
A/cm for B&=10 kG, J„=(3.3~0.3)X10 A/cm for
B&=2 kG, and J,=(6.3~0.5)X 10 A/cm for no columnar
defects. The critical current for the unirradiated crystal is a
strong function of temperature, and it falls below the values
for crystals with columnar defects at higher T.

Despite fIux line bending in the platelet geometry, near
the center of the sample the magnetic field is nearly linear in
distance and dBldx scales with critical current. Hence, a
local measurement of the internal magnetic field can provide
an accurate relative determination of J,(H). Using a Hall
probe array, we have explored the variation in internal mag-
netic field with applied magnetic field at different distances x
from the edge of the crystal. We plot in Fig. 1(a) local hys-
teresis loops at three positions near the center of the 150
p, mX180p, m, B@=10 kG crystal: at x=25, 50, and 70
p, m. Demagnetization effects are evident for the probe clos-
est to the edge of the crystal, but become less important
farther from the edge, where the field gradient is nearly lin-

ear. Each probe displays three distinct values of dBldH,
independent of x. The slope dB/dH= 1 at large ~H~, as is
expected from the conventional Bean model. However, at
small ~H) and ~B~, both dB/dH&& 1 and dB/dH/&) 1 slopes
appear. The crossovers between these slopes occur near

~B~ =B&, also independent of the Hall probe position.
We find similar behavior in crystals with B@=2 and 20

kG, with the width of the hysteresis loop at a given distance
from the edge of the crystal increasing with increasing B@,
indicating an increase in critical current with increasing
B&. We compare in Fig. 2 local hysteresis loops taken near
the centers of crystals with B&

= 0, 2, and 10 kG, respec-
tively. The crystal without columnar defects has a hysteresis
width and a dBldH which changes only slightly with applied
field, indicating a small change in J, with H. Consistent with
the global virgin magnetization measurement, the local mea-
surement indicates that the crystal with no defects has a
higher critical current at T=5 K than the crystal with
B&=2 kG and that J, increases with B& in the subset of
crystals with columnar defects.

We can use the local nature of our probe to determine the
dependence of J, on H. We plot in Fig. 3(a) the internal
magnetic field B vs position x at a variety of applied mag-
netic fields on the increasing branch of the hysteresis loop
for the B@=10 kG crystal. Again, we restrict our measure-
ments to a region near the center of the crystal in order to
minimize demagnetization effects. We clearly see small dB/
dx, and thus small J, , for ~B~)B~, and large dB/dx, and
thus large J, , for ~B~(B~. We find corresponding results
for the B@=2 kG crystal, whereas the field gradient was
nearly constant over the whole field range for the unirradi-
ated crystals. ' This method gives us a ratio of the critical
current for ~B~~B& to that for ~B~~B& of 10.8+ 0.8 for
B&= 10 kG and 7.4+ 0.7 for B&=2 kG. Hence, we find that
columnar defects induce in the same crystal, in the same
applied magnetic field, different critical currents in regions
where there are fewer vortices than defects and where there
are fewer defects than vortices. The spatial profile B(x) ob-
tained via our local Hall probe highlights vividly the inad-
equacy of using the conventional Bean model to determine
bulk critical currents.

A critical current which changes sharply at B& can arise in
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TABLE I. Modified Bean model parameters for superconductors with columnar defects [see Fig. 1(b)].

(H, B) break points in the local hysteresis loop:

Increasing branch for x~2B@ /J„:
( —Bp, —Bp J—,2 x),

Decreasing branch for x~2B@/J„:
(Bp,Bp+ J,2 x),

( —B~+J„x,—Bp),

(Bp
J—„.x, B—p),

(Bp,Bp —J„x),

( —Bp, —B@+J,).x),

(Bp+J,2 x,Bp)

( —Bp J,2
—x, —B~)

Increasing branch for x~2B@/J, &'.

( —B~,—B@ J,2
x—), (B@,—B~(1—2J,2/J, t) J,2

x—),

Decreasing branch for x)2B@IJ„:
(B@,B~+J,2 x), ( —B~,B@(1—2J,2/J„)+ J,2 x),

(B~(1—2J,2/J„)+ J,2 x, B~),—

( —B~(I —2J,2/J, )) —J,2 x, Bp),

(B~+J,2x,B.p)

( —Bp —J,~ x, —B~)

Our observation that the critical current decreases
abruptly at 8& has important ramifications for applications
where vortex pinning is necessary over wide field ranges and

may mean that a uniform density of columnar defects has a
limited usefulness in this type of application. The maximum
density of columnar defects which can be used without de-
grading the superconducting properties must be determined
for practical viability and will provide an upper limit on the
fields the materials will be able to withstand. Alternatively,
clever engineering of columnar defect density may allow for
high critical currents over a wide range of magnetic fields. A

quantitative understanding of the dependence of J, on 8 and

T in irradiated high-T, superconductors will be a necessary
precondition.
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